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Various Ways of Collecting Paper Money
By CHUCK O'DONNELL

To begin—I'd like to paraphrase an older Billy Sunday
saying:

DON'T collect as I collect 	 collect as YOU WANT
to collect!

Of course, before you can decide HOW you want to
collect, you should be aware of some of the different
ways to collect. One point that I feel is VERY impor-
tant and that I want to stress is: DO NOT TRY TO
COLLECT every "different" piece of paper money you
see! If you've been collecting for only a few months,
you've already discovered that a COMPLETE set of
almost anything is nearly impossible. For that reason
I would suggest you give some thought to what might
interest you and then SPECIALIZE in that area. By
this I do not mean you must stick to one single project
exclusively—on occasion you'll find an attractive note
at a price that suits you which is outside your area
of interest. Don't feel guilty about acquiring it—even
though you have decided to specialize in one area—in
time you'll want to diverge a little and anything you
acquire will fit into a "type" set.

As I see it, paper money collecting is divided into
three rather distinct areas. The oldest, and until a few
years ago the most popular, area was the old "horse
blanket" large size U.S. notes issued from about 1861
until 1928. The second area is the collection of "frac-
tionals"—these are notes issued during the War be-
tween the States in "fractions" of a dollar as paper due
to the metal shortage—the metal being required for
war purposes. The fractionals consist of several issues
and varieties of 5c, 10c, 15c, 25c, and 50c notes. The
third—and possibly the most popular among NEW col-
lectors--is the collection of current. so-called "small"
size notes of current issues.

Each of these three areas can be subdivided—and
each subdivision can be again subdivided—possibly ad
infinitum!

In the large size currency there are TWELVE major
subdivisions:

Demand Notes
United States Notes
Compound Interest Treasury Notes
Interest Bearing Notes
Refunding Certificates
Silver Certificates
Treasury or Coin Notes
National Bank Notes
Federal Reserve Bank Notes
Federal Reserve Notes
National Gold Bank Notes of California
Gold Certificates

Now—before you go any further—go out and buy
yourself a copy of Paper Money of The United States
by Robert Friedberg. If you cannot locate a copy, write
to Jack Friedberg, 393 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.
10001. It will cost you $17.50, but it will save you ten
times that amount by your avoidance of "bad buys"!

This book explains and pictures practically every type
of note in the above categories and gives an estimated
price for most. You can determine BEFORE you start
whether you can afford to go very deeply into any of
these areas.

There are really TWO distinct areas or subdivisions
for collecting the FRACTIONALS. One area is the col-
lection of the various series and varieties that were
actually circulated. The other area is the collection of
PROOF AND/OR SPECIMEN notes. AGAIN, perhaps
the best information available on these areas is the Fried-
berg book. Again, with the book you can understand
BEFOREHAND what you're up against.

The third subdivision can be subdivided into perhaps
FIVE categories generally called CLASSES of the small
or current size issues.

Gold Certificates
Silver Certificates
National Bank Notes (includes National Currency)
Federal Reserve Notes
United States Notes

EVERY SINGLE ONE of ALL of the above areas
or categories can be further broken down into specialized
areas. To my knowledge NO COMPLETE collection of
any of the above major divisions has ever been completed.
If I'm wrong in this statement. I apologize, and would
certainly be delighted JUST TO HEAR that I'm wrong!

Literature

While the recommended book by Robert Friedberg
contains MUCH very valuable information on SMALL
size currency, there are several books that deal exclu-
sively with small size currency and I suggest may be
more useful if you are inclined to try to collect in this
area. At the risk of missing some (and getting irate
letters about the ones I miss)--here are several that I
know are GOOD:
Official Guide United States Paper Money, by Theodore

Kemm.
The Donlon Catalog of United States Small Size Paper

Money.
A Guide Book of Modern United States Currency, by Neil

Shafer.

Any of these three should be available at your local
coin shop—or write to Aubrey Bebee, 4514 N. 30th St.,
Omaha, Neb. 68111 who can supply any of above (and
the Friedberg book, too).

It will probably sound a bit presumptuous but my own
book, The Standard Handbook of Modern U.S. Paper
Money, I believe is generally recognized as the best in
small size paper. Unfortunately it was printed as a
LIMITED EDITION so you may find it difficult to locate
a copy. If you're inclined—try Bebee—he may have—
or be able to locate a copy for you.

Frankly I'd recommend you STOP reading this article
right here! Mark your place—and lay this aside until
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you have obtained AND READ particularly the FIRST
PART of one or more of the above hooks. NOBODY
can open your cranium and impart a sudden wisdom
to you. It will take a conscious effort on your part to
study and digest the basic information about the various
issues of paper money—the various symbols or designa-
tions on the money the difference between the issues
—the "key" identification factors on each note—etc.,
etc. ONCE you know the difference between a serial
number and a check number, you should be ready to
proceed further with this article.

Type Collecting

TYPE collecting may still be the most popular form
of collecting simply because it gives the collector the
greatest possible variety of notes—each piece being
"different" in appearance. In almost every issue there
are several variations. Let us explain with the very first
official issue of United States paper money—the large
size DEMAND NOTES of 1861. First of all, there are
a $5.00 note, a $10.00 note and a $20.00 note. A TYPE
COLLECTION of Demand Notes would consist of three
pieces—one of each denomination. Notice we said a
TYPE collection of DEMAND NOTES. Here we run
into our first "variable." One might prefer to form a
TYPE COLLECTION of $5.00 notes! Here ONLY the
$5.00 Demand Note would be needed—along with one
$5.00 note of ALL OTHER TYPES. Already you see
one could have a TYPE collection of the CLASSES of
notes which would he one piece of each denomination—
or one could have a TYPE set of DENOMINATIONS.

Within the $5.00 DEMAND NOTES we have several
variations. Some are payable at New York. some are
payable at Philadelphia. still others are payable at Boston
and elsewhere. Within the variable "Payable at"—some
have the words "for the" printed, some have the "for
the" handwritten. A complete collection of $5.00 DE-
MAND NOTES would therefore include not only all
different places of payment but would also include all
variations in inscriptions on the notes.

Within the $10.00 and $20.00 DEMAND NOTES we
find the same variations of payment location—and the
same variations in the inscriptions on the different notes.
Again—a COMPLETE collection of $10.00 or $20.00
notes would include ALL variations, while a TYPE col-
lection of DEMAND NOTES would include ONLY ONE
$10.00 and one $20.00 note. A TYPE collection of
DENOMINATION would obviously include ONLY ONE
of the denomination collected.

As we study through the different subdivisions of cur-
rency, we find variations within a single issue such as a
large seal or a small seal, a red seal or a blue seal.
variations in the placement of the seal—to the right
or left of the note. variations in the formation of the
seal—some are round. some scalloped, some have pointed
spikes. In the $1.00 Legal Tender notes we find
several series—Series of 1862, 1869, 1874, 1875, 1878,
1880, and 1917. Within the various series we find dif-
ferent signature combinations. Some authorities consider
that a TYPE COLLECTION would be satisfied with ONE
large $1.00 LEGAL TENDER note, while others feel a
TYPE collection would contain ONE PIECE of each

different DESIGN. All agree that a COMPLETE col-
lection would include EVERY different variation of
series, signature, seal color, seal shape, seal placement
and serial number color—these vary between red and
blue!

A COMPLETE collection of LEGAL TENDER notes
would, of course, include ALL variations of ALL deno-
minations, while a TYPE collection may include ONLY
ONE of each denomination, or a DENOMINATION
TYPE collection may include only ONE piece of the
denomination collected.

To attempt to go into specific detail for all the vari-
ations of all the various classes of currency would fill
volumes; hence one MUST study the various catalogs
recommended if one is to be completely knowledgeable
in ANY PARTICULAR area.

So much for the TYPE collection and the COMPLETE
collection. whether by CLASS or by DENOMINATION.

There are collectors who concentrate on signatures
on the notes. Practically ALL of the U.S. currency has
two signatures. From time to time various officials have
had their signatures on our paper money. Generally
it was the Secretary of the Treasury and either the
Treasurer of the United States or the Comptroller of
the Currency. A major exception to this is the National
Bank Notes which have FOUR signatures on some—
two Federal officials and two LOCAL bank officials.
At one time we had a Secretary of the Treasury named
William G. McAdoo. Some collectors attempt to obtain
EVERY different note with the McAdoo signature. One
can easily understand why a person named WHITE would
want to collect signatures of WHITE on our paper
money.

National Bank Note Collecting

NATIONAL BANK NOTES were printed for many
years both in large and small sizes. Any federally
chartered bank could have notes printed with its own
name prcminently inscribed simply by purchasing U. S.
bonds and depositing them with the Treasurer of the
U. S. The Bureau of Engraving and printing would pre-
pare notes with designs pre-selected by the individual
bank and deliver them to the local bank. The local hank
would then "validate" these notes by affixing two local
bank official signatures. Nationals were issued for
practically every state and territory—and for many,
many cities within a state. Something on the order of
15,000 DIFFERENT nationally chartered banks had
these issues. Within the collection of Nationals, some
collectors try to obtain ONE note from each state and
territory. Some try to collect the capitol city of each
state and territory. Some try to collect all the various
issues of THEIR OWN STATE. Some try to collect the
shortest bank name and/or the longest bank name.
Some try to collect "fancy" names such as "Blue Ball"
and "Intercourse" (Pa.) or famous names such as
"Washington" (Pa.) or "Jefferson" (Mo.). Some try
to collect boy and girl names—such as Lake CHARLES
(La.) or Marion (hid.) or "Elizabeth" (N.J.). Be-
cause I live in Williamstown (N.J.), I try to collect ANY-
THING with Williamstown on it—whether it be N.J.
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or W.Va. 	 or elsewhere. Obviously I'd love to have a
note on O'DONNELL (Tex.)—only problem is the hank
there never issued notes!

With all of the above, I'm sure I haven't mentioned
dozens of ways to collect the large size currency. By
using a little imagination after you STUDY the BOOK,
I'm sure you can come up with some way that will chal-
lenge you and satisfy you!

Fractionals can be collected in perhaps as many ways
as the large notes. A little imagination—a little ingenuity
—and you'll find something that satisfies you.

The Small-Size Notes

Let's talk a little about my own collecting love—
small size notes. Here again there are endless ways to
collect. In our small size currency we have had FIVE
CLASSES. A "CLASS" of currency is designated within
the Act of Congress that authorizes the issue. The
-Uniform Currency Act" adopted on the approval of
the small size currency "standardized" certain features
of all of our paper money. For example every $1.00
note issued would carry the same portrait of George
Washington. Every $5.00 note would carry the same
portrait of Abraham Lincoln, etc. Each CLASS of cur-
rency would have a distinctive color of seal—blue for
Silver Certificates—gold I or yellow) for Gold Certifi-
cates—brown for National Bank Notes—red for United
States Notes (Legal Tender I and green for Federal Re-
serve Notes.

A collector might enjoy a "type" collection of the
different classes—one of each different seal color. Or
he might want to collect one denomination of Silver
Certificates. The Silver Certificates subdivide into
various Series and various designs. One could collect
one piece of every different Series of the $1.00 Silver
Certificate or he could collect one different Series of
every denomination of Silver Certificates. He could do
the same with each other "class" of currency in the small
size.

The SMALL SIZE NATIONALS offer the same op-
portunity as the large size Nationals—one could collect
every different state and territory—or one could col-
lect different cities within a state—or fancy names—
famous names—etc.

Serial Numbering on Small-Size Notes

IF you've done your homework. you should know
how our paper money is serially numbered. If you don't,
better go hack and re-read one of those reference books
you purchased.

In Gold Certificates, Silver Certificates, U.S. Notes,
we find prefix and suffix letters on the serial number.
In some cases a symbol (asterisk or star) replaces the
prefix letter. The "star" represents a "replacement"
note—it replaced an original note that had a prefix
letter that was damaged or spoiled during the produc-
tion process. The combination of prefix and suffix
letters is called a BLOCK a BLOCK being a SINGLE
NOTE. If, for example, the serial number is A 08 493
393 A—with prefix A and suffix A the note would be

called BLOCK AA. If it were serially numbered
* 08 493 393 A it would be called BLOCK Star A.

In the Federal Reserve notes, the PREFIX letter of
the serial number is ALWAYS the same as the letter
designating the Federal Reserve District—A for Boston,
B for New York, etc. The serial number for EVERY
BOSTON note is A, for EVERY NEW YORK note is
B, etc. This letter ALSO appears in the SEAL to the left
of the portrait. ONLY the suffix letter changes on
Federal Reserve Notes—hence an FRN with Serial num-
ber A 08 493 393 A would be known as BLOCK AA,
while a note from New York would be B 08 493 393 A
and would be known as BLOCK BA.

The collector has his choice of collecting ONE note of
each series—or he can collect ONE note from EACH
of the 12 different Federal Reserve Districts—which is
called a DISTRICT set. He has a choice of collecting
a DISTRICT set with all notes having suffix A—or all
notes having a suffix "star"—or he may enoy a combi-
nation of various A, B. C. D. etc. suffixes. If he decides
he wants a BLOCK collection—then he would seek to
obtain a single note with every different combination
of prefix and suffix printed—including all star notes
issued. Within both the DISTRICT and BLOCK col-
lection one could find a variation. Many collectors like
to have all the notes in either their district or block
collection end with the same last two, three or four
numbers. One might like to have all of his notes end
in "33" for example—if he were horn in 1933. One
collector likes all of his notes to end in "9" because
he has nine children! Many collectors are searching
for a note with a serial number that has meaning to
them— such as their army serial number or their social
security number or their membership number in some
organization—again—etc.. ad infinitum!

"COPE" Notes

In recent years (starting with the $1.00 Federal Re-
serve Note Series 1969131 the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing modernized some of the printing equipment
with a new press that is generally called "COPE." This
simply means Currency Overprinting and Processing
Equipment. For some reason or other the printing ac-
complished on this new equipment "looks" different
than that printed on the old equipment. Both sets of
equipment are currently being used—hence we have a
"new" ( ? 1 way to collect—many collectors want notes
printed on BOTH types of equipment when this occurs
in a single block. PRODUCTION is the important
aspect at the Bureau of Printing and Engraving, with
the result that within a single BLOCK we may find six
or eight variations between the regular equipment and
the COPE equipment. Some of these production runs
are EXTREMELY SHORT PRINTINGS, which makes
the challenge almost insurmountable. Despite this, many
collectors are now trying what has become known as
GROUP collecting. The name comes from the fact that
a "group" of serial numbers will be done on one type
of equipment followed by a "group" of serial numbers
done on the opposite type of equipment.

And lately—because of set rules and policies within
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing—we have come
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to learn that the "star" ( or replacement) notes are NOT
always completely consecutively numbered. Here again
we have "groups" of star notes—and some collectors—
while disdaining the "group" collecting for regular and
COPE notes—have been attracted to the "group" col-
lecting of star notes!

I'm certain the first mail after this article appears will
be full of complaints that I left out forty-nine hundred
ways to collect! Heaven knows, I DON'T KNOW all the
ways to collect—and I'm sure that MANY collectors
will be glad to hear HOW YOU COLLECT if I've for-
gotten—or overlooked explaining HOW YOU COLLECT.
I know too that Barbara Mueller, our Editor of PAPER
MONEY, will be delighted to have you do a special article
on HOW YOU COLLECT—to the education and interest
of ALL collectors myself included!

Federal Reserve Corner
HE elusive Minneapolis $1 FR note, Series 1974,
has finally appeared, and that completes the "A"
suffix for us. Only the New York district has re-

leased the "B" suffix, though others will follow shortly.
No star notes of the new series have appeared, and it
is felt that a new method of inspection and production
at the Bureau is the reason for this.

The Bureau had discussed the possibility of full-sheet
inspection and rejection of all faulty sheets, with
destruction of these rejects. In this manner, the use of
star notes would be cut to a very bare minimum.
Whether this plan has been put into effect is not known,
but it is known that star notes are appearing in extremely
small quantities. Usually there are three or four spots
in a brick where they can be found (though not always)
—the first note and the last two notes in a brick, as
well as notes starting with 501 and ending in 999 (or
with more 9s on the end). Often these spots, especially the
9-ending note, is a full sheet replacement (a full star
sheet being inserted I due to the complete inspection of
this sheet. As a number of digits are turned in this
operation, the check is made to be sure that there are
no mismatched serial numbers. This sheet is automatical-
ly pulled by the inspector at the press, and each of the
32 notes is checked against a master listing for the
numerals in both registers. Often the sheet is wet and
the overprinting is smeared, and thus the star sheet re-
placement. One can often find such a note with finger-
prints of the inspector or smudges caused by handling of
the sheet while still wet.

The elusive I* notes. Series 1969 B, are currently
being found in the production of the Series 1974 $1
Federals. While they appear in small numbers, they
are becoming available, and the inflated land unreal)
prices being asked for them are sure to become more
normal. Do not rush into obtaining these star notes,
for they will be available in adequate supply, although
not in pads.

The eighth edition of Friedberg's Paper Money of the
United States has appeared. priced at $17.50. It is
revised to date with prices showing great leaps in many
areas, especially in the large-size notes. It is the most

comprehensive catalog available of all U. S. paper, so
every library should have a copy.

One error of listing has been observed, however, and
should be here recorded. In the $100 U. S. Notes (page
1701 there is a listing for #1552 shown as Series 1966
B (signatures Banuelos Connally). No such note has
been printed or reported. A letter has been sent to the
publishers in an effort to obtain further details, which
will be reported here later.

A complete listing of all catalogs and hooks on paper
money has been prepared. This list is available to all
readers who send a stamped return envelope. Your
continued reports of new items within your area are
greatly appreciated. Errors that come your way will be
reported here, and shown, when they are reported to
your columnist. All mail welcomed! Until next time
. . . Adios!

NATHAN GOLDSTEIN II
P. 0. Box 36
Greenville, Miss. 38701

$2 Bicentennial Note in Limbo?

The future of the proposed $2 Bicentennial note is more
doubtful than ever since the accidental death of its
sponsor, Rep. Jerry Pettis (R.-Cal.) in a plane crash on
Feb. 14, 1975. Having failed to get his proposal out of
committee in the last Congress, he introduced it again in
the opening days of the new Congress. According to a
Coin World report, without the active support of its
sponsor, H.R. 815, as Pettis' bill is known, faces rough
going in the Subcommittee on Historic Preservation and
Coinage of the House Banking and Currency Committee.

Syngraplaie Sidelights from
Old Newspapers
Selected by GARY DOSTER

From the Southern. Watchman, Athens, Georgia

November 20, 1856

BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS

The Savannah (Ga.) papers caution the public against
recent counterfeits of ten dollar notes of the Merchants
and Planters Bank and of the Central Railroad Bank of
that city which have been put into circulation.

December 17, 1857

Why was the Pharaoh's daughter like a broker? Be-
cause she got a little Prophet from the rushes on the
banks.

ATTEMPTED SUICIDE

Dr. E. T. Taylor, president of the Manufacturers and
Mechanics Bank of Columbus (Ga.) while in a state of
partial derangement, attempted to kill himself the other
day with a small sword drawn from a sword cane. He
is said to be in a critical condition. The mental aberration
under which he is suffering is supposed to have grown
out of pecuniary difficulty. The Columbus (Ga.) papers
say he was an estimable gentleman.
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